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Abstract: This Letter presents an exact method of analytical solution of flat, non-dispersive eigenstates in a class of quasi-one-dimensional structures. The states are localized over certain sublattice sites. One such finite size cluster of atomic sites is decoupled from the rest of the system by the special “non-permissible” vertex having zero amplitude. This immediately leads to the self-trapping of the incoming excitation. We work out an analytical scheme to discern the localizing character of the diffraction free dispersionless modes using real space renormalization group technique. Supportive numerical calculations of spectral profile and transport are demonstrated to substantiate the essence of compact localized states. Possible experimental scope regarding the photonic analogue of the tight-binding electronic case is also discussed elaborately. This eventually unfolds the concepts of slow light and the related re-entrant mode switching from the study of optical dispersion.
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1. Introduction

There are several translationally invariant lattices in the tight-binding description that ensure the existence of one (or more) entirely dispersionless flat band(s) in the spectrum and hence are called flat band (FB) networks. Lattice systems containing flat bands have been of great interest over the recent few years.

In general, the localization phenomenon incidentally happens due to the presence of disorder. This is the celebrated case of the Anderson localization [1]. After completion of half century of it, the subject is still alive in many aspects of condensed matter physics. Although there are some special low-dimensional networks present where excitation can be localized even in absence of any disorder and thus the corresponding single particle eigenstate forms a completely momentum independent flat band in the whole Brillouin zone. Due to the phase cancellation in the presence of local spatial symmetries wave excitation does not diffuse beyond the periphery of a finite sublattice sites in cases of several low-dimensional networks. This brings the essence of self-localization. This is in complete contrast to the canonical case of the Anderson localization where exponential localization is caused by disordered environment. Comparatively, compact localized states (CLS) typically occur in overall periodic systems. Such CLSs are used for the formation of tunable, local symmetry-induced bound states in an energy continuum. The key fact is the destructive kind of quantum interference resulting from the local topological symmetry present in the underlying geometry. This also implies the well-known flat band localization where the quenched kinetic energy of the particle leads to complete immobility of the electron. The specific topology of the system has a strong influence on the overall spectrum and in most of the cases, it induces remarkable spectral features introducing dispersionless flat bands in several low-dimensional networks.

The journey of flat band network started almost thirty years ago from Sutherland’s prediction [2] of flat band and the corresponding state is “strictly localized” in the dice lattice (which relates to previous research on quasi-periodic lattices and the Penrose tilings). This section of study had an initial interest in the field of strongly correlated systems because of having and open platform in the context of ferromagnetism [3–8]. The nearly FB states having non-zero Chern number supports an interesting physics regarding the fractional quantum Hall effect [9–12]. Starting from all these things this area has extended its impact on several branches of condensed matter physics. Extensive studies have been done related to gapped FB states or gapless chiral modes in graphenes [13], optical lattices of ultracold atoms [14], wave guide arrays [15], and in microcavities having exciton-polaritons [16].

Several tight binding lattices are studied in the context of this flat band localization. Kagomé, Lieb, diamond, $AB_2$ stub, and sawtooth lattices are some vivid examples of the flat band lattices, and some general methods [17–22] are proposed to design more lattice structures with flat bands. Many theoretical works related to the flat band lattices have been done in the context of ferromagnetism [23], superconductivity [24], and the Wigner crystals [25–27]. Theoretical understanding is based on simplified models or approximations and comparison with experiment is crucial.

Recent interest in this area has arisen due to experimental realization of flat band systems [28, 29] in the Lieb photonic lattices and tight-binding photonic bands in metallophotonic waveguide networks [30]. Such flat...
photonic bands are intimately connected to the path-breaking idea of engineering slow light [31] with low group velocity which opens up the possibility of “spatial compression of light energy”. The most intriguing property of the flat band is the localization of the wave function at certain sublattice sites. The single particle wave function is finite within a cluster of atomic sites but becomes zero at some connecting nodes, making it impossible to escape from those finite size clusters of atomic sites. The quenched kinetic energy suppresses the quantum transport of the wave train and the group velocity vanishes. This immobility corresponding to such self-localized modes eventually contribute to non-dispersive part of the energy-wave vector relation. The singular behaviour arising out of the immobility is expected to produce anomalous behavior in the physical properties, transport, and optical responses. Another interesting fact about FB is that the dispersion curve is essentially flat in curvature for that specific energy. This implies that the single particle energy state is independent of the momentum of the particle. This brings a concept of divergent effective mass tensor i.e., the particle behaves like a super-heavy one and the immediate immobility severely affects the transport of quantum mechanical wave packet that results in some unconventional phenomena such as inverse Anderson transition [32]. Moreover, these FB systems can be classified into two separate categories according to the response to the external perturbation, particularly uniform magnetic flux, or any kind of disorder effect. This first category [33, 34] do not display flat bands for finite magnetic flux. In contrast, the Lieb class of lattices exhibits robustness of the FB, i.e., the FB remains unperturbed in respect of application of external magnetic flux.

In a flat band, diffraction is totally suppressed due to destructive interference, in a way analogous to geometric frustration, giving rise to eigenmodes that are compactly localized in space. Contrary to the canonical case of the Anderson localization, for those compact localized states, wave excitations strictly vanish outside a finite size sublattice of a system and this is entirely caused by destructive interference in the presence of local spatial symmetries. The immediate application of CLS lies in the information transmission [35–37] and directly stems from their compactness. Because of extremely low mobility of the wave packet CLS does not spread out spatially during evolution. CLSs are suitable candidates for the transmission of signal along photonic wave guide arrays avoiding “crosstalk” between waveguides [29]. Moreover, CLSs essentially enable the appearance of isolated bound states within a scattering continuum [38, 39].

The principal motivation behind this article is to look into possibility of demonstration of a general analytical scheme within the tight-binding formalism to discern the flat non-dispersive states for quasi-one-dimensional structures. The states are essentially localized over clusters of atomic sites and one such trapping cluster is effectively isolated from the rest of the network. This is partially by the destructive quantum interference and partially by the physical boundary formed by the sites with vanishing amplitude. We have discussed a decoupling technique to analyze those self-localized pinned states where there is no overlap between the wave functions of the neighboring nodes corresponding to such energy. This confirms the localized nature of the dispersionless modes.

The tight-binding analogy with the electronic case and the corresponding photonic scenario helps us to propose a monomode waveguide network made of the same geometry. We present here a simple analytical method to detect the sharply localized photonic eigenmodes that are pinned on certain atoms or atomic clusters in a periodic array of diamonds. The non-dispersive character of such states is explicitly worked out. The other point of interest in the present work is to analyze the distribution of the amplitudes of such flat-band states in real space.

Before we end this section, it is worth mentioning that single-mode wave guides have recently been fabricated and used in a quasiperiodic optical setup [40] to unravel topological states in quasicrystals. Localization transition in one-dimensional quasiperiodic lattices has also been investigated experimentally in recent times [41]. Also quite recently, the computational design of flat band models [42, 43] has enriched this section of study. The present proposal, to our mind, can thus be tested with an appropriately designed wave guide network.

2. Description of model and analysis: rhombic lattice

2.1. Spectral information by RSRG method

We start our discussion with the prototype example of $AB_2$ rhombic lattice (Fig. 1). The electron’s hopping is restricted between the nearest neighboring sites only. According to the number of nearest neighbours we distinguish between two types of sites, viz., one with coordination number three and colored in blue (named as $B$ sites) and the other, black circles, having a coordination number four ($A$ sites). Spinless non-interacting electrons are described by the tight-binding Hamiltonian in the Wannier basis,

$$H = \sum_m \epsilon_m c_m^\dagger c_m + \sum_{\langle mn\rangle} t_{mn} [c_m^\dagger c_n + h.c.] .$$

(1)

In the above expression $\epsilon_m$ is the on-site energy term at the respective quantum dot location that gives the potential contribution and $t_{mn}$ is the nearest neighbor hopping parameter (or overlap integral) carrying the kinetic signature. Depending on the coordination number $\epsilon_m$ can assume values equal to $\epsilon_3$ or $\epsilon_4$ according to the local connection. It is needless to say that without any
loss of generality we just assign the numerical values of \( \epsilon_3 \) and \( \epsilon_4 \) both equal to zero throughout the analytical calculation since we are interested to see the effect of topology of the lattice. The vertical connection (shown as solid line) between the top and the down vertices is taken as \( \lambda \). The difference equation which is an alternative discretized form of the Schrödinger equation can be written as follows:

\[
(E - \epsilon_m)\psi_m = \sum_n t_{mn}\psi_n. 
\] (2)

2.2. Analytical construction of compact localized state

We will follow the real space renormalization group technique to discern the non-dispersive compact localized state. By virtue of the above expression one can easily decimate out the central vertices in terms of the amplitudes of the surviving nodes to map effectively it into a two-arm ladder network Fig. 2a comprising identical atomic nodes with ’effective’ on-site potential \( \tilde{\epsilon} = \epsilon_3 + \frac{2t^2}{(E - \epsilon_4)} \). The overlap integrals will also be renormalized and function of energy. The hopping along each arm of the ladder now becomes \( \tau = t^2/(E - \epsilon_4) \) and the inter-arm vertical connection becomes \( \gamma = \lambda + 2t^2/(E - \epsilon_4) \). This decimation procedure following RSRG technique creates a second neighbour connection i.e., diagonal hopping integral \( \chi = t^2/(E - \epsilon_4) \).

With all these renormalized parameters we can now rewrite the difference equation for this effective two-legged ladder geometry. The equation can be written as,

\[
(E - \tilde{\epsilon})\psi_{n,A} = \tau(\psi_{n+1,A} + \psi_{n-1,A}) + \gamma\psi_{n,B} + \xi(\psi_{n+1,B} + \psi_{n-1,B}) \\
(E - \tilde{\epsilon})\psi_{n,B} = \tau(\psi_{n+1,B} + \psi_{n-1,B}) + \gamma\psi_{n,A} + \xi(\psi_{n+1,A} + \psi_{n-1,A}) \] (3)

The above equation for the coupled system can be easily cast in a composite matrix form using the potential and hopping matrices in the form,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E & \tau & \gamma & \xi \\
\tau & E & \xi & \gamma \\
\gamma & \xi & E & \tau \\
\xi & \gamma & \tau & E
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\psi_{n,A} \\
\psi_{n+1,A} \\
\psi_{n-1,A} \\
\psi_{n,B}
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
E - \epsilon_3 + \lambda + \frac{4t^2}{E - \epsilon_4} \\
\tau \phi_{n+1,1} + \gamma \phi_{n-1,1} \\
\xi \phi_{n+1,1} + \gamma \phi_{n-1,1} \\
\xi \phi_{n+1,2} + \lambda \phi_{n-1,2}
\end{bmatrix}. 
\] (4)

Now, one important point to be mentioned here is that the forms of the potential matrix (comprising the on-site energy and vertical connection) and the hopping matrix (connecting \( \tau \) and \( \chi \)) are such that they will commute, and hence can be simultaneously diagonalized by a similarity transform. So taking the advantage of this commutation, we can make a uniform change of basis defined by \( \phi_n = M^{-1}\psi_n \) and the coupled difference equation for ladder can now be easily decoupled into a set of two independent difference equations for the two arms. The matrix \( M \) makes both the potential and hopping matrices diagonal. The decoupled set of equations are now obviously free from any coupling term (that makes the inter-arm connection) and read in terms of the original lattice parameters as

\[
[E - (\epsilon_3 + \lambda + \frac{4t^2}{E - \epsilon_4})] \phi_{n,1} = \frac{2t^2}{E - \epsilon_4} \phi_{n+1,1} + \phi_{n-1,1}, \\
[E - (\epsilon_3 - \lambda)] \phi_{n,2} = 0. 
\] (5)

The first one immediately represents a perfectly ordered chain of identical atomic sites with energy dependent renormalized on-site potential \( \epsilon_3 + \lambda + \frac{4t^2}{E - \epsilon_4} \) and the effective overlap parameter \( t = \frac{4t^2}{E - \epsilon_4} \). The second equation represents the difference equation (in the new basis) of an isolated atom with effective on-site energy. The corresponding wave function does not have any overlap with the wave function envelope of the neighboring nodes, i.e., completely isolated from the rest of the system. The eigenstate is a CLS, in the spirit of Bodyfelt et al. [44], which is localized partially by the destructive kind of quantum interference and partially by the physical boundary formed by the sites with zero amplitudes. The topology of the system concerned is the key reason for the perfect geometric phase cancellation.
This leads to an eigenfunction with amplitudes pinned at the top and down vertices and the eigenvalue corresponding to this pinned localized state is \( E = \epsilon_3 - \lambda \). The amplitude distribution is shown pictorially in Fig. 3. The incoming wave train having this particular energy will be trapped in the local clusters (vertices with coordination number equal to three) and will show no evolution dynamics. This macroscopically degenerate state gives a momentum independent contribution in the dispersion curve and is therefore called an FB state [45], a locus of zero mobility points in the momentum space near the Fermi level.

![Fig. 3. Amplitude distribution for the flat band state at \( E = \epsilon_3 - \lambda \).](image)

2.3. Density of states

Before looking for the non-dispersive nature of the compact localized state supported by this quasi-one-dimensional structure, it is generally advisable to have the overall idea of the allowed eigenspectrum for such a system. The first one of the above equation (Eq. (5)) represents a perfectly ordered chain of identical atomic sites with energy-dependent on-site potential and hopping parameter. The second one depicts an “atomic-like” state. Each equation has its own density of states spectrum and with energy-dependent on-site potential and hopping parameter. The variation of electronic density of states against energy of the electron is plotted in Fig. 4. It consists of two separate absolutely continuous sub-bands along with the coexistence of an isolated flat localized mode situated outside the bands. The nature of eigenstates can be easily confirmed if we just look out for the flow of overlap integral under successive RSRG iterations. A careful check of this flow pattern shows that for any energy belonging to those absolutely continuous regimes the hopping integral never goes to zero, rather follows an oscillating behavior for almost an indefinite number of iteration loops. This is a clear indication that all the states residing inside the continua are extended in nature. While for the pinned localized FB mode situated at the flank of the spectrum, the overlap parameter immediately converges to zero after few RSRG steps. This means that the overlap of the wave function with the nearest neighboring sites decays gradually. This brings a flavor of localization corresponding to \( E = \epsilon_3 - \lambda \).

![Fig. 4. Local electronic density of states profile as a function of energy.](image)
2.4. Dispersion relation

Within the tight-binding framework following the RSRG method we have made it possible to confirm the non-dispersive character of that CLS. We refer to Fig. 2b. The top and the down vertices with coordination number equal to three can thus be eliminated to form an effective linear chain of identical atomic sites. Each of the atomic sites can have the on-site potential and the nearest neighbor hopping parameter of the form

\[ \epsilon_0 = \epsilon_4 + \frac{4t^2(E - \epsilon_3 + \lambda)}{(E - \epsilon_3)^2 - \lambda^2}, \]

\[ t_0 = \frac{2t^2(E - \epsilon_3 + \lambda)}{(E - \epsilon_3)^2 - \lambda^2}. \]  

(10)

With these effective parameters we can now easily write the tight-binding dispersion relation \( E = \epsilon_0 + 2t_0 \cos \text{k}a \) which on simplification gives,

\[ (E - \epsilon_3 + \lambda) \left( (E - \epsilon_4)(E - \epsilon_3 - \lambda) - 8t^2 \cos^2 \left( \frac{\text{k}a}{2} \right) \right) = 0. \]  

(11)

From the above equation we can see the momentum independent part that gives a dispersionless FB at \( E = \epsilon_3 - \lambda \). This is in accordance with the result obtained by analyzing the decoupled set of equations. The dispersion relation is plotted in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. The energy E vs. momentum k relation for the rhombic lattice. The non-dispersive signature of the FB state is apparent here.](image)

From the second decoupled equation we see that there is no overlap connection with the nearest neighboring sites and the incoming particle having such FB energy will lose its mobility. As the kinetic energy of the associated wave packet is quenched, the density of states diverges due to the relationship

\[ \rho = \int v_s^{-1} d^3k. \]  

(12)

Such divergences in the spectral profile are expected to produce anomalous behaviours in physical properties as well as transport phenomena and optical response. The singularity of spectral profile with the gradual decrease of imaginary part added to the energy for the rhombic structure is shown in the adjacent tabular form (Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imaginary part energy (( \eta ))</th>
<th>LDOS (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10^{-2}</td>
<td>15.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{-3}</td>
<td>159.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{-4}</td>
<td>1591.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{-5}</td>
<td>15915.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{-6}</td>
<td>159157.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{-7}</td>
<td>1588266.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Transmission characteristics

For the sake of completeness of the above discussion we have also computed the two-terminal transport characteristics of the network under study (Fig. 6). The formalism is quite standard and is often used to evaluate the transport profile of several quasi-one-dimensional networks. The fundamental concept is that we have to clamp our system of finite size in between a pair of semi-infinite periodic leads, the so-called “source” and the “drain” with the corresponding lead parameters \( \epsilon_0 \) and \( t_0 \). The finite sized network sandwiched in between these two ordered leads is then successively renormalized to reduce it to an effective diatomic molecule (dimer). The two renormalized atomic sites of the dimer molecule will then have energy dependent on-site potentials and overlap parameters containing the information of the system concerned. The transmission coefficient of the lead-network-lead system then is given by a well-known formula [47]:

\[ T = \frac{4 \sin^2 \text{k}a}{|A|^2 + |B|^2}, \]

with, \( A = [(M_{12} - M_{21}) + (M_{11} - M_{22}) \cos \text{k}a] \) and \( B = [(M_{11} + M_{22}) \sin \text{k}a] \),

\[ M_{ij} \] refer to the dimer-matrix elements, written appropriately in terms of the on-site potentials of the final renormalized left (L) and right (R) atoms at the extremities of the finite sized network and the renormalized hopping between them. \( \cos \text{k}a = \frac{E - \epsilon_0}{2t_0} \) and \( a \) is the lattice constant in the leads which is set equal to unity throughout the calculations.

For the selective regimes of energy the transparent character of the system is justified by the high transmitting behaviour corresponding to those regions. The extended nature of the eigenstates and the consequent
chaotic oscillation of the flow of hopping integral is the reason of getting high conduction. Another fact is that the transmission shows considerably low value corresponding to the flat band energy as stated above which is expected.

3. Description of model and analysis: dimer–plaquette chain

The second example of such network we have taken is the dimer–plaquette chain as shown in Fig. 7. The network is well studied in respect of frustrated quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnetic system [48] under the influence of a high magnetic field. With a suitable Hamiltonian describing the above network they have shown the existence of dispersionless localized-magnon band. The state is localized within a characteristic trapping cell by virtue of phase cancellation. Inspired by this pioneering work we have taken this geometry to work out the same analytical scheme to discern the flat electronic band state following the real space renormalization group method.

In this network there exists only one type of atomic site having number of nearest neighbor equal to three. So without any loss of generality, we take the on-site potential of all those sites as \( \epsilon \). The hopping integral along the arm of the diamond plaquette and along the dimer are taken as uniform and assigned as \( t \), but the connection between the top and down vertices of each elementary diamond plaquette is considered as different than the others and is taken as \( \lambda \).

3.1. Analytical construction of CLS

Following the same technique one can easily cast the above network into an effective two-arm ladder geometry with the corresponding renormalized parameters. In this case to get the effective ladder, one has to eliminate the two atomic sites of the dimers of the network. By virtue of this decimation process, the potential matrix now becomes

\[
e = \left( \epsilon + \frac{2t^2(E-\epsilon)}{\Delta} \lambda + \frac{2t^2(E-\epsilon)}{\Delta} \right) \epsilon + \frac{2t^2(E-\epsilon)}{\Delta}.
\]

Also the hopping matrix reads as

\[
t = \frac{t^2}{\Delta} \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 \end{pmatrix},
\]

where \( \Delta = (E-\epsilon)^2 - t^2 \). Here also, the potential matrix and the hopping matrix commute with each other. So following the same method, one can now decouple the composite form of the difference equation for the ladder. We will then get two linearly independent equations (in the changed basis) which are as follows:

\[
E - \left( \epsilon + \lambda + \frac{4t^2(E-\epsilon)}{\Delta} \right) \phi_{n,1} = \frac{4t^3}{\Delta} (\phi_{n+1,1} + \phi_{n-1,1}),
\]

\[
[E - (\epsilon_3 - \lambda)] \phi_{n,2} = 0.
\]

3.2. Density of states and transport

The first one corresponds to an effective linear chain of identical atomic sites with the renormalized on-site potential and hopping integral. The spectrum for this chain will extend from \( \epsilon + \lambda + \frac{4t^2(E-\epsilon)}{\Delta} - \frac{8t^3}{\Delta} \) to \( \epsilon + \lambda + \frac{4t^2(E-\epsilon)}{\Delta} + \frac{8t^3}{\Delta} \) and the bands will be populated by extended kind of eigenfunctions. (Fig. 8) This resonant character of the bands can be easily confirmed if we just check the flow of overlap parameter for any energy belonging to the absolutely continuous regime. It is seen that the flow of hopping never converges to zero for an indefinite number RSNG steps which is clear indicative signature of the states being extended. The other equation again represents an atomic-like pinned localized state for which the characteristic trapping cell is the top-down atomic dimer. The amplitudes are confined in the top and down vertices. Due to the zero amplitudes at the red colored vertices, the particle having such specific FB energy will be confined within the finite size cluster. This brings the flavor of the same CLS.
3.3. Dispersion relation

To justify the non-dispersive character of this FB state constructed analytically, we will convert the structure into an effective linear chain. For this we just have to eliminate out the top and down vertices in terms of the amplitudes of the surviving sites. The tight-binding chain constructed in the above process has the renormalized parameters as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{\epsilon}_0 &= \tilde{\epsilon} + \frac{(\tilde{t}^2 + t^2)}{(E - \tilde{\epsilon})}, \\
t_0 &= \frac{tt}{(E - \tilde{\epsilon})}, \\
\tilde{\epsilon} &= \epsilon + \frac{2(E - \epsilon)}{(E - \epsilon)^2 - \lambda^2}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
(17)
\]

where \(\tilde{\epsilon} = \epsilon + \frac{2(E - \epsilon)}{(E - \epsilon)^2 + \lambda^2}\) and \(\tilde{t} = \frac{2(E - \epsilon)^2 + \lambda^2}{(E - \epsilon)^2 - \lambda^2}\). Using the above parameters one can have the form of the dispersion relation in terms of the parameters of the original lattice as given by

\[
(E - \epsilon + \lambda) \left[ (E - \epsilon) (E - \epsilon - \lambda) - 4t^2 \right] - t^2 (E - \epsilon - \lambda) - 4t^3 \cos ka = 0.
\]

(18)

From the above expression we can see that the network supports a dispersionless flat band mode at \(E = \epsilon - \lambda\) (Fig. 9).

4. Possible scope for experiment

In this section, it is very pertinent to highlight some scopes for possible experimental realization of flat photonic band in such quasi-one-dimensional structures. The recent experiments by Mukherjee et al. [28, 49] and also by the other authors [29, 50, 51] regarding the photonic analogue of localization of wave train in photonic lattices formed by laser-induced single-mode wave guides prompt us to study the method of extracting the self-localized modes for different model networks. The present analysis discussed in this article can be experimentally verified in this era of pretty advanced nanotechnology and lithography techniques. The wave propagation in such single-mode optical wave guides can be adjusted by femtosecond laser-writing method as well as the optical induction technique. The overlap parameter can be manipulated by the dielectric properties of the core material. This provides a scope for direct observation of diffraction free FB states. Also, a synthetic gauge field [52, 53] can be generated by modulating the propagation constant to study the effect of magnetic field in our proposed geometry.

4.1. Photonic analogue

Analogy between the electronic model and the corresponding photonic scenario within the tight-binding framework is not new. As first introduced by Sheng et al. [54, 55], the wave propagation through any quasi-one-dimensional network can be exactly mapped back onto the corresponding electronic case with the appropriate parametric substitution. The analogy [31, 56] of the network equations with that of an electron propagating in a similar lattice helps us to study the localization of classical waves. Also, this mapping is entirely a mathematical
construction and once this is done the RSRG recursion relations are insensitive to whether the input comes from a quantum case or a classical one. Obviously here the propagation of classical wave can be manipulated by selective choice of dielectric parameter. If we set the length of the wave guide segment at the very outset, then one can easily compute the exact frequency of injected wave train for which the self-localization occurs.

4.2. Optical density of modes

We have cited the distribution of allowed photonic modes using the tight-binding analogy. The profile showing the local density of photonic modes (LDPM) is plotted as a function of frequency of the injected signal within the range $0 < \omega/2\pi c < 1/2$. The plot shows clusters of nonzero values of LDPM over different subband regimes. It is needless to say that quite arbitrarily we have taken the index of refraction of the core of the wave guide as $\sqrt{3}$. Both the networks also exhibit gaps in between two subbands and thus can be a suitable candidate for photonic bandgap kind of system. Figure 10a and Fig. 11a show the density of optical modes for rhombic lattice and dimer–plaquette chain, respectively.

![Figure 10](image1.png)

**Fig. 10.** (a) Local density of photonic modes as a function of the frequency of the wave injected for the wave guide network arranged in $AB_2$ rhombic geometry and (b) the corresponding optical dispersion relationship.

![Figure 11](image2.png)

**Fig. 11.** (a) Local density of photonic modes against the frequency of the signal for the wave guide network arranged in dimer–plaquette chain geometry and (b) the corresponding photonic dispersion relationship.

4.3. Flat photonic modes

Because of zero group velocity, the corresponding single-particle state is sharply localized at a point, or in a finite cluster of nodal points in the system. Such clusters are separated from the neighboring clusters by vertices where the amplitude of the wave function is zero. Therefore, the movement of the particle is restricted along the periphery of those finite clusters.

By virtue of the decoupled equations and optical analogue of the tight-binding dispersion relation one can easily compute the flat photonic modes for the monomode wave guide network using the one-to-one correspondence of electronic and photonic cases. For $\epsilon_r = 3$, the non-dispersive roots are $\omega/2\pi c = 0.113, 0.465$. Those two roots correspond to the left and right spikes appearing in the DOS spectrum.

In photonics flat bands are closely related to the technologically-important concept of slow light, where the significant decrease in the wave group velocity offers enhanced nonlinear effects and is useful for pulse buffering. If a single optical mode is non-dispersive in one direction, it implies localization in that direction as an extreme case, unfolding the possibility of engineering
ultraslow light. This is the ultimate consequence of a perfect geometric phase cancellation which causes effective mass tensor to be divergent, leading to a possible observation of “heavy photons”. This does not appear improbable if we borrow the language for the electrons, thanks to the analogous tight-binding model which indeed works quite accurately for the low-lying photonic dispersion. Vanishing curvature in the frequency (ω) vs. wave vector (k) curves signifies infinite effective mass of the particle involved. This in turn makes the mobility vanish. Due to the vanishing group velocity of the heavy photon the curvature of the band corresponding to those modes becomes completely flat in nature.

4.4. Slow light and mode crossover

Light plays a very important as well as effective role as a messenger in the communication system and optical communication is one of the well-studied aspect in the technological field. Slow light with a remarkably low group velocity of the wave train is a very promising solution for optical delay line or optical buffering and advanced time-domain optical signal processing. It is also anticipated to enhance linear and non-linear effects and so miniaturize functional photonic devices, as slow light compresses optical energy in space that eventually increases the light–matter interaction. This in turn, results in enhanced gain and absorption, phase shift, and non-linearities. The flat band networks as discussed in the previous section support one or more dispersion-less bound states. For those specific states the particle is locked in space. This observation gives oxygen to the photonic flat band researchers who try to achieve a slow light condition by enforcing destructive interference. By virtue of this phase cancellation induced by topological symmetry present in the underlying structure, the velocity of the light can be slowed down considerably [30]. This amounts to a photonic realization of the flat-band model in solid-state physics as conceived by Lieb [3], Mielke [59], and Tasaki [6].

The vanishing curvature of the flat band indicates extremely low group velocity. The dense packing of the flat and the dispersive bands therefore opens up a possibility of slow light engineering and re-entrant intermodal crossover of optical eigenmodes, going from a resonant or diffusive (dispersive) state to a sharply localized or bound (flat) one, or vice versa as one climbs the frequency axis at any fixed value of the wave vector k. Such a crossover can, in principle, be manipulated over arbitrarily small intervals of frequency. The entire network can thus behave like a optical switch which selectively goes off (for a localized, non-dispersive bound state) and on (for a resonant state) over arbitrary small frequency intervals.

5. Concluding remarks

We have shown an analytically exact scheme to extract the eigenvalues corresponding to the compact localized, non-dispersive, degenerate flat band eigenstates of a set of quasi-one-dimensional structures. A real space renormalization group scheme is exploited to unravel such dispersionless sharply localized states. The evaluation of spectral landscape is corroborated by the numerical calculation of two-terminal transport. The flat curvature of energy band corresponding to those self-localized is demonstrated using the exact computation of dispersion profile within the same tight-binding formalism.

One-to-one mapping of electronic scenario onto the corresponding optical case prompts us to identify the analogous photonic flat band modes for the same geometry arranged in a single-mode optical waveguide structure. Such results bring an opportunity to modulate experimentally the localization of classical waves, for example, light, triggered by the lattice topology without bothering about the high permittivity of the core materials. It might be useful in developing novel photonic band-gap structures. Also, the physical significance of vanishing group velocity is that several scattering waves form standing wave pattern in such photonic wave guide network. For such self-localized eigenmodes, we can obtain coherent waves, i.e., lasers action [60, 61] at the photonic band edges.
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